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Abstract
Accurately identifying corresponded landmarks from a
population of shape instances is the major challenge in constructing statistical shape models. In this paper, we address
this landmark-based shape-correspondence problem for 3D
cases by developing a highly efficient landmark-sliding algorithm. This algorithm is able to quickly refine all the
landmarks in a parallel fashion by sliding them on the 3D
shape surfaces. We use 3D thin-plate splines to model the
shape-correspondence error so that the proposed algorithm
is invariant to affine transformations and more accurately
reflects the nonrigid biological shape deformations between
different shape instances. In addition, the proposed algorithm can handle both open- and closed-surface shape,
while most of the current 3D shape-correspondence methods can only handle genus-0 closed surfaces. We conduct
experiments on 3D hippocampus data and compare the performance of the proposed algorithm to the state-of-the-art
MDL and SPHARM methods. We find that, while the proposed algorithm produces a shape correspondence with a
better or comparable quality to the other two, it takes substantially less CPU time. We also apply the proposed algorithm to correspond 3D diaphragm data which have an
open-surface shape.

1. Introduction
Statistical shape modeling provides an effective way to
quantitatively describe various shape structures and their
possible variations. It has been widely used in many important computer-vision applications, especially in medicalimaging. For example, in [2, 3], statistical shape models
are constructed to accurately locate subtle differences of
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corpus-callosum shapes between schizophrenia patients and
normal controls. Certain shape structures are also related to
other diseases by constructing and comparing the statistical
shape models [6, 14, 22]. In [7, 25], statistical shape models are successfully used to guide image segmentation by
detecting the structures with desirable shapes. While earlier
research efforts focused on the 2D case, where each shape
instance is a contour, current efforts primarily focus on 3D
surface shape instances, because most anatomic structures
bear a 3D shape [28]. This paper focuses on the 3D case
and therefore, we formally define a shape instance to be a
shape surface that may be closed or open.
To construct a statistical shape model from a collection of training shape instances, the main difficulty is the
required step of (landmark-based) shape correspondence,
which identifies a set of corresponded landmark points
across the given training shape instances. This way, each
shape instance is represented by a certain number of landmarks, which facilitate the construction of statistical shape
models. Note that, as in most prior work [2, 3, 7], the identified corresponded landmarks may not be coincident with
any anatomically significant point of a structure. Prior research [3, 10] reveals that a small error in shape correspondence may substantially influence the accuracy of the resultant statistical shape models. Shape correspondence is a
well known challenging problem, especially in the 3D case,
because of the non-linear shape description and non-rigid
shape variation.
Many methods have been developed for shape correspondence in recent years [1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 18, 19, 20,
21, 23, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34]. Among them, the
minimum description length method (MDL) [10] and the
spherical harmonics descriptors method (SPHARM) [4, 15]
are treated by many researchers as two of the state-ofthe-art methods that have been successfully used for 3D
shape correspondence. Specifically, in MDL, the shape-

correspondence error is measured by the required bit-length
to transmit the resulting statistical shape model and all
the training shape instances used to construct this model.
Given the high complexity of this shape-correspondence
error, random optimization algorithms, such as the genetic algorithm [10, 13, 24, 29, 30], are usually used to
solve this problem. Recently, Heimann et al. [17] adapted
this MDL-based shape-correspondence error and suggest a
gradient-descent algorithm to find a local-optimal solution.
In SPHARM, using the first order ellipsoid from the spherical harmonic coefficients, the spherical parametrization are
aligned to establish the correspondence across 3D shape instances [4]. However, both MDL [17] and SPHARM can
only handle genus-0 closed-surface shape since they need to
first apply a conformal mapping to map each shape surface
to a sphere. Furthermore, both methods are computationally
expensive given the complexity of the conformal mapping.
In this paper, we develop a new landmark-sliding based
algorithm to achieve a faster 3D correspondence for both
closed- and open-surface shapes. Specifically, we first construct a rough initial correspondence between two shape
surfaces by removing the possible translation, rotation and
scaling transformations. We then slide these roughly corresponded landmarks on the respective shape surface to
minimize a specified shape-correspondence error. In this
paper, we use 3D thin-plate splines to model the shapecorrespondence error so that the proposed algorithm is invariant to affine transformations and more accurately reflects the nonrigid biological shape deformations between
different shape instances. We conduct experiments on 41
instances of closed-surface hippocampus shape and compare the performance of the proposed method to that of both
MDL and SPHARM. We also apply the proposed method to
correspond 18 instances of open-surface diaphragm shape.

2. Surface Representation and Problem Description
In this paper, we consider three different representations
for each shape surface S: (a) point cloud SP , extracted or
labelled directly from medical images, (b) triangle mesh
ST , constructed from the point cloud SP , and (c) landmarks
SL , identified in the shape correspondence. Among them,
SP is the original data form of the shape surface and consists of a dense set of surface points. ST can be constructed
from these surface points by a mesh-generation tool. In this
paper, we use the COCONE package developed by Dey and
Giesen [11] to generate the triangle mesh ST . The finally
identified landmarks SL may not be contained in SP , but
they are located on (or very close to) the underlying continuous surface S modelled by SP so that they can represent
well this surface.
For simplicity, let’s consider the case of corresponding

a target shape surface V to a template shape surface U .
Furthermore, we assume that UL , or the landmarks in the
template U , are known and fixed: denote them as ui =
(uix , uiy , uiz ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The goal is then to identify n corresponded landmarks VL , or vi = (vix , viy , viz ),
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, on the target surface V . If we have an
algorithm to accomplish this two-instance shape correspondence, we can easily extend it to handle multiple-instance
shape correspondence. Specifically, to correspond more
than two shape instances, we can pick one of them as the
template, construct the landmarks in this template, and then
repeat the two-instance shape correspondence algorithm to
correspond each of the remaining shape instances to this
template.
The major problem is then to define a shapecorrespondence error φ between UL and VL . We wish this
error to well describe the underlying nonrigid deformation
between two shape surfaces. Usually, it is desirable that
this error is invariant to the affine transformations of rotation, translation, and scaling. In addition, we wish VL to
well represent the shape surface V instead of being aggregated in a small local area on the surface V . We denote
this shape-representation error to be R(VL ) and suggest a
shape-correspondence error in the form of
φ(UL , VL ) = d(UL , VL ) + λ · R(VL ),

(1)

where d(UL , VL ) is a measure of the nonrigid shape deformation between UL and VL and λ > 0 is a balance factor.

2.1. Definition of d(UL , VL )
In this paper, we use the 3D thin-plate splines [2, 12, 31]
to model the nonrigid deformation between the template
and target shape surfaces and use the thin-plate bending energy as d(UL , VL ). In particular, the thin-plate spline finds a
mapping t = (tx , ty , tz ) from UL to VL , i.e., vix = tx (ui ),
viy = ty (ui ), and viz = tz (ui ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The thinplate bending energy, which measures the required energy
to deform a volume to match these two sets of landmarks,
is then characterized by
ZZZ ∞
d(UL , VL ) =
(L(tx ) + L(ty ) + L(tz )) dxdydz,
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quadratic form
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d(UL , VL ) = vxT Lvx + vyT Lvy + vzT Lvz ,

(2)

where vx , vy and vz are the columnized vectors that contain the x, y and z coordinates of the landmarks in VL , respectively. L is the n × n upper left submatrix of
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where the n×n matrix K has element kij = − 8π
kui −uj k
and the n × 4 matrix D = [1n×1 , ux , uy , uz ] with ux , uy
and uz being the columnized vectors that contain the x, y
and z coordinates of the landmarks in UL , respectively. The
thin-plate bending energy is invariant to any affine transformation, i.e., if the mapping t is affine, the resulting bending
energy is always zero.

2.2. Definition of R(VL )

j=1

Ideally, we may need to check the fitting error between
VL and the continuous surface V underlying the point cloud
VP to define this representation error. However, this may
lead to a very complex function that precludes efficient algorithms for optimization. In this paper, we adopt an alternative way: we first co-align the template U and the target
V by removing their relative rotation, translation and scaling transformations and then require a spatial-distribution
consistency between UL and VL . Here, we simply set
R(VL ) =

n
X

We then remove the rotations between the template and
the target by aligning their principal axes. Consider the template shape surface UT as an example. Suppose the template triangle mesh UT contains m triangle faces with areas
W1 , W2 , · · · , Wm , respectively. For each triangle, we calculate its centroid as the average of its three vertices. Denote the centroid of these m triangles as c1 , c2 , · · · , cm ,
i ci
respectively. Denote ri = PW
m
Wj and each ri =

kui − vi k2

i=1

after removing the affine transformations between U and
V . This can effectively prevent all the target landmarks VL
from aggregating in a small area on the surface V .
Note that, the thin-plate-spline based shape-deformation
measure d(UL , VL ) may not be sufficient to prevent the aggregation of the target landmarks in the shape correspondence. In fact, from Eq. (2), we can see that, if all the coordinates of the target landmarks VL are scaled to half of their
original values, d(UL , VL ) will be reduced to one-fourth of
its original value. Therefore, when all the target points are
moved closer to each other, the value of d(UL , VL ) may get
smaller. The introduction of the term R(VL ) can effectively
avoid this problem. In the following, we develop a shapecorrespondence algorithm to identify target landmarks VL
that minimizes the shape-correspondence error (1).

3. Proposed Method
The proposed shape correspondence algorithm consists
of three steps: (a) efficiently aligning U and V by removing
translation, rotation, and scaling transformations, (b) constructing the template landmarks UL and an initial estimate
of VL , and (c) refining VL by a landmark-sliding algorithm
that minimizes the shape-correspondence error (1).

3.1. Aligning the Target V and the Template U
This step is operated on UT and VT , the triangle mesh
representations of the template and the target. We first remove the location and scaling differences between UT and
VT by moving their centers of mass to the origin and normalizing their sizes to be the same.
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Applying an eigenvalue decomposition to this matrix yields
three orthogonal principal vectors e1 , e2 , and e3 with three
corresponding eigenvalues being sorted in a decreasing order. We then rotate the whole template shape surface so that
e1 and e2 are aligned with x- and y- axes, respectively.
However, we must determine whether to align e1 and e2
to positive or negative directions of the x- and y-axes, so
that they are consistent when processing both
Pm template and
target surfaces. In this paper, we calculate i=1 Wi (e1 ·ci ),
where · indicates the operation of dot product. If its value
is positive, we align e1 to the positive direction of xaxis. Otherwise, we align e1 to the negative direction of
x- axis. Similarly, we can use the same strategy to determine the unique rotation to align e2 to the y- axis. For
the target shape surface, we perform the same eigenvaluedecomposition and axis rotations. This will make the template and target to have the same orientations. There are
rare cases where such eigenvalue-decomposition and axis
rotation strategy fail to work i.e. when any two eigenvalues
of the covariance
Pm matrix are too close
Pm to each other and/or
the value of i=1 Wi (e1 · ci ) (or i=1 Wi (e2 · ci )) is very
close to zero. However, for most shapes with certain amount
of complexity, we find that this strategy can effectively remove the rotation transformations between two shape instances.
In some applications, the target V and the template U
may be a priori known to be aligned (or partially aligned)
by having no translation, rotation, and/or scaling transformations. For example, the diaphragm shape data used in
Section 4 have no rotation transformation among them since
they are extracted from medical images that are known to
be aligned. In such cases, we can turn off the corresponding
aligning operations to save computational time.

3.2. Constructing UL and an Initial Estimate of VL
By selecting one shape instance as the template U , constructing the template landmarks UL is independent of any
other training shape instances. The basic consideration is

that UL is sufficiently dense to represent the surface U and
sufficiently sparse for the construction of a compact statistical shape model. In this paper, we uniformly divide the 3D
space into equal-size cubic grid cells. For each cell containing some surface point in UP , we pick the one closest to the
center of the this cell as a landmark in UL . This process is
shown in Fig. 1, where the cells are shown in 2D for convenience. We can tune the size of the grid cell to control the
number or the density of the template landmarks UL .

Template Landmark
Target Surface Point

(a)

(b)

Template Landmark
Target Landmark

Figure 2. An illustration of finding an initial estimate of the target
landmarks VL .

Template surface point
Template landmark

Figure 1. An illustration of constructing the template landmarks
UL from point clouds UP . Note that, we show 2D grid cells here
for illustration.

By removing the possible rotation, translation and scaling transformations between the template and target, we can
construct an initial estimate of the target landmarks VL . We
construct VL by finding, from the target point cloud VP , the
points with small distance to the template landmarks UL .
Specifically, for each template landmark ui , we find from
all the surface points in VP the one with the smallest Euclidean distance as the initial estimate of the target landmark vi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, as shown in Fig. 2. To avoid the
possible problem of finding the same target surface point for
two different template landmarks, we exclude a target surface point from the search space if it has been included in
VL in previous searches. Since the template and the target
shape surfaces are pre-aligned, this simple algorithm is able
to find VL that correspond roughly to UL .

3.3. Refining the Target Landmarks by Iterative
Landmark Sliding
With the template landmarks UL , we can iteratively refine the initially estimated VL by sliding VL on the surface V . We achieve this goal by sliding landmarks vi on
the tangent plane passing through vi . Each step of sliding
aims at minimizing the shape-correspondence error (1). We

estimate the tangent plane by fitting all the surface points
in VP that are located in a small neighboring area centered at vi . This tangent plane can be described by two
linearly-independent, unit-length tangent vectors pi and qi
in this plane. After a step of sliding, the target landmark
vi will be moved to vi + αi pi + βi qi , where αi and βi
are the sliding distances along two tangent vectors. The
problem is then to locate the optimal sliding distances αi
and βi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n so that after this sliding, the shapecorrespondence error (1) will be minimized.
First, the shape-correspondence error (1) after a step of
sliding can be written as
φ(UL , VL ; α, β) =
X
(v? + P? α + Q? β)T L(v? + P? α + Q? β)
?∈{x,y,z}

+λ

n
X

kvi + αi pi + βi qi − ui k2 ,

i=1

where
α = (α1 , α2 , . . . , αn )T
β
P?

= (β1 , β2 , . . . , βn )T
= diag(p1? , p2? , . . . , pn? )

Q?

= diag(q1? , q2? , . . . , qn? ), ? ∈ {x, y, z},

and pi = (pix , piy , piz ) and qi = (qix , qiy , qiz ).
Another consideration is that we should prevent the target landmarks VL from moving away from the target surface
V since we expect the resulting corresponded landmarks VL
to well represent the surface V . The best way to solve this
problem is to restrict the maximum distance for each step
of the sliding and to project the target landmarks after each
step of sliding back to the surface V . For example, the
projection can be achieved by finding, from VP , the surface points with the smallest Euclidean distance to the target landmarks after the sliding. In practice, we find that it
is usually sufficient by only setting the maximum distance
for each step of the sliding to a small value . The main

reason is that, in addition to the target landmarks VL , their
association with the tangent planes and tangent vectors will
also be updated after each step of the landmark sliding. This
update involves a set of surface points in VP around the target landmarks. Therefore, we simply impose the following
constraints in every step of landmark sliding.
|αi | ≤ 
|βi | ≤ , i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(4)

We can see that finding the sliding distances α and β to
minimize the shape-correspondence error φ(UL , VL ; α, β),
subject to constraints (4), is a quadratic programming problem that can be solved very efficiently. In our experiments,
we use the OOQP quadratic-programming solver developed by Gertz and Wright [16]. For the stop condition,
we iteratively run this landmark-sliding algorithm until the
change of the shape-correspondence error φ(UL , VL ; α, β)
between two iterations becomes insignificant or a preset
number of iterations is reached.

4. Experiments
We implemented the proposed method in C++ and used
two 3D data sets for testing its performance. The first data
set contains 41 instances of closed-surface hippocampus
shapes and the second contains 18 instances of open-surface
human diaphragm shapes. Example hippocampus and diaphragm shape instances are shown in Fig. 3. For the proposed method, we set λ = 0.001 in (1) and  = 0.05 in (4),
given that all the shape instances are normalized as introduced in Section 3.1. Landmark sliding is set to stop after
20 iterations. The CPU time reported in this section is acquired from Linux workstations equipped with Intel Xeon
3.4GHz processors.

Figure 3. Examples of hippocampus (left) and diaphragm (right)

.
For performance evaluation, we construct a point distribution model (PDM) [7] that defines the mean shape and its
associated covariance matrix from the correspondence result. Using the PDM, Styner et al. [28] suggest three quantitative measures: compactness, generality and specificity to
evaluate the performance of shape correspondence. Particularly, compactness evaluates the amount of variance in the
PDM. Generality uses a “leave one out” test to evaluate a
PDM’s capability to describe unseen shape instances outside of the training set. Specificity evaluates a PDM’s capability to represent only valid shapes. According to [28],

the smaller these measures, the better the shape correspondence. Additionally, a qualitative method for evaluating
shape correspondence is to vary the PDM mean shape by
intentionally changing the projection lengths along the first
several principal directions between ±3σ standard deviations [6, 10], where σ 2 represents the eigenvalues. By varying the PDM we can visually check the resulting shape deformation from the mean shape to determine the validity of
the PDM shape space. In this section, we adopt both these
quantitative and qualitative methods for performance evaluation.

4.1. Experimental Results on the Hippocampus
Data
We test the proposed method on 41 hippocampus instances. Each hippocampus shape instance contains 8, 000
to 10, 000 surface points. We compare the performance of
the proposed method with the state-of-the-art MDL [10] and
SPHARM methods [4, 15]. Specifically, we use an MDL
implementation based on the gradient-descent algorithm
[17]. The number of the identified landmarks on each shape
instance can not be arbitrarily set in MDL and SPHARM.
For both MDL and SPHARM, we select n = 642 landmarks for each shape instance in this experiment. To get a
fair comparison, we tune the cell size (Section 3.2, Fig. 2) so
that the proposed method also selects n = 642 landmarks
in the template UL .
The quantitative-evaluation results for all three methods
are shown in Fig. 4, where “SLIDE” indicates the result of
the proposed method. These results show that the proposed
method outperforms both MDL and SPHARM in terms of
compactness, specificity, and generality. In addition, the
proposed method requires much less CPU time than MDL
and SPHARM. Qualitative evaluation results are shown in
Fig. 5. We can see that all three methods have similar shape
deformation when changing the projection lengths along the
first two principal directions. These results indicate that the
proposed method produces a shape correspondence that is
of a better or comparable quality to the state-of-the-art MDL
and SPHARM methods, but takes much less CPU time.

4.2. Experimental Results on the Diaphragm Data
The human diaphragm is an open-surface tissue located
beneath the lung and above the liver, with its edge affixed to the corresponding bone frame (rib, xiphoid, lumbar). Identifying the human diaphragm from torso CT
images is a very important task in computer aided diagnosis [35]. We collect 18 diaphragm shape instances to
test the open-surface shape correspondence. Each of the
18 diaphragm shape instances is defined by approximately
11,000 to 12,500 surface points. We vary the cell size as
discussed in Section 3.2 to construct template UL with
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Figure 4. Quantitative evaluation of MDL, SPHARM and the proposed “SLIDE” method on the hippocampus data: (a) compactness measure, (b) generality measure, (c) specificity measure, and (d) total CPU time taken by each method for corresponding all 41 hippocampus
shape instances. Note that, for the measures shown in (a), (b) and (c), the smaller the better.
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Figure 5. Qualitative evaluation of MDL, SPHARM and the “SLIDE” method on the hippocampus data. “0” indicates the mean shape.

n = 305, n = 600 and n = 910 landmarks, respectively. For each of these three templates, the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the proposed method is
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Since neither MDL
nor SPHARM can correspond open-surface shapes, we do
not include SPHARM and MDL comparison results for the
open surface diaphragm shape. From the qualitative evaluation result shown in Fig. 7, we can see that the resulting
shape deforms reasonably along its principal directions.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we developed a new method for 3D
landmark-based shape correspondence that is important for
statistical shape modeling. By an initial estimate of the corresponded landmarks, this method can quickly refine all the
landmarks in a parallel fashion by sliding all the landmarks
on the shape surface. In this method, we applied 3D thinplate bending energy to model the shape-correspondence error so that the proposed algorithm well reflects the nonrigid
biological shape deformations between different shape in-
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Figure 6. Quantitative evaluation of the proposed method on the diaphragm data: (a) compactness measure, (b) generality measure, (c)
specificity measure, and (d) total CPU time for corresponding all 18 diaphragm shape instances with different number of template landmarks.

stances. Unlike many other available shape-correspondence
methods, the proposed algorithm can handle both openand closed-surface shapes. Both quantitative and qualitative evaluation on the 3D hippocampus data showed that the
proposed method produces a shape correspondence that is
of a better or comparable quality to the state-of-the-art MDL
and SPHARM methods, but takes much less CPU time. We
also applied the proposed method to correspond the opensurface diaphragm instances, with promising results.
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Figure 7. Qualitative evaluation of the proposed method on the
diaphragm data. We rotate all the images by 90 degrees (clockwise) for saving space. The depicted contour is not a product of
“SLIDE”, but is used for clarity of presentation.

